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Image Processing and Classification Applications in Aerospace NDT and 
Honey Bee Health Monitoring 
Fast development in image processing and classification techniques brings many 
new solutions to the challenges in engineering. In this thesis, image processing and 
classification techniques are introduced as a powerful inspection tool into non-destructive 
testing on aircraft parts and honey bee disease detection to improve inspection speed and 
accuracy of human inspectors. 
Safety and reliability are the most important issues in aerospace industry, especially 
in high temperature and pressure turbine engine parts. Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection 
(FPI) is widely used in Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) on aircraft parts as an easy and 
powerful method. To improve efficiency and robustness in human inspection in FPI, an 
Advanced Automatic Inspection System (AAIS) is developed by using image processing 
and classification techniques in this thesis. The system can automatically detect, measure 
and classify the discontinuities from turbine blade FPI images. 
As the world’s twelfth-largest honey producer, Canada’s honey bee suffers from big 
losses in the past few years. The detection of disease and disorder of bee colony in an early 
stage is critical to prevent more loss for the bee industry. To greatly improve the speed of 
the inspection while retain accuracy, an automatic health monitoring system is developed 
to inspect honey bee colony and detect disease and disorder. The system can monitor 
colony development and measure the proportion of unhealthy cells. And thus it can 
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Chapter 1. Introduction  
1.1 Background 
 
The fast development in electronics industry as well as computer science has led to 
enormous progress in image processing and classification techniques in the recent years. 
Image and classification techniques can aid or even replace human labor in many 
applications. The tremendous increase in this area results in new solutions to many 
challenging problems in image analysis such as in manufacturing, civil engineering, 
biomedical engineering and geography. In this thesis, image processing and classification 
are introduced as a powerful inspection tool into aircraft parts non-destructive testing and 
honey bee health monitoring to help human inspector carry out the inspection and analysis 
work.  
 
1.2 Literature review  
 
In this section, a brief literature review on the image processing and classification, 
aerospace NDT and honey bee disease detection is presented and the motivation of the 




1.2.1 Literature review on aerospace NDT 
 
In aerospace industry, safety and reliability are always the most important issues. 
Scientists and engineers pay lots of attention to damage analysis, product quality control 
and maintenance [7-14]. Among various parts, turbine engine parts especially turbine 
blades are the key parts to the in aircraft safety [16]. Regardless of the size of turbine blade, 
it is of crucial importance to keep the turbine blade free of defects since it transforms heat 
into power energy under extremely high pressure and temperature. Typical failure found on 
turbine blades can be classified into two categories: manufacturing failure and fatigue 
failure. Manufacturing failure is usually caused by the process of casting, solidification and 
coating while fatigue failure is caused by stress failure, thermal fatigue cracking and 
corrosion. All of them appear as surface discontinuities [17-20]. To investigate the failure, 
NDT methods can be applied to inspect the turbine blade. 
As a powerful tool to detect and analyze structure failure and damage, NDT is 
widely used in aerospace, material and civil engineering. There are several NDT methods: 
Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection (FPI), Magnetic Particle Inspection (MPI), Ultrasonic 
Testing (UT) and Eddy Current Testing (ECT) [1-2]. MPI is to establish a magnetic field in 
a ferromagnetic material component and it can detect the defects on or near the surface. 
Imbert and Rampersad [23] successfully developed and tested MPI on small turbine blades, 
but MPI needs different coils for different shape and size of parts, and the performance can 
be affected by surface paint and the angle of magnetic field with the defect. UT is to send 
sound waves into a test piece to detect the possible discontinuities. It can detect deep 
defects with high accuracy and does not need any part preparation. However, UT only 
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works fine on large parts and structures such as turbine engine shaft [24] or even bigger 
one like wind turbine blade [25]. ECT is also a popular NDT method in aerospace industry. 
A coil will produce a magnetic field to generate alternate electrical current (Eddy Current) 
on the test piece. This current will produce another magnetic field and the inductance 
caused by this magnetic field can be measured to detect the defects. ECT is highly sensitive 
to surface or near surface defects, and it can inspect special structures automatically using 
the well-designed probe [26-29]. In [28], an automated ECT on turbine blades have been 
presented.  Since the distance between the probe and the test surface should be kept the 
same during the whole ECT scan process, it needs special probe and well-tuned surface 
scan for every type and size of blades, and the speed of process is relatively slow [28]. For 
some parts like mounting holes [26], or turbine rotors [27], ECT process is easier to be 
automated, but for turbine blade testing, ECT is not the best option [30]. FPI is to apply 
liquid fluorescent penetrant to the surface of a test piece; the liquid is pulled into the 
defects by capillary action. Then the surface is cleaned and developer is applied to pull out 
the penetrant from the defects.  The indication of defects can be seen under Ultra-Violet 
(UV) light source [30]. Compared to the other NDT methods, FPI is much cheaper and 
easier to apply, and better for inspecting the turbine blade with small surface defects and 
complex geometry. Besides, unlike the other NDT methods, FPI can process large surface 
area or large volumes of parts at the same time, which makes it the most efficient, lowest 
cost NDT method for turbine blades’ defect detection with high sensitivity [31].  
Automated FPI has already been developed by some major aerospace companies. 
Adair et al. from Pratt & Whitney have developed an Automated FPI process system with 
several processing stations in line to process the test pieces automatically [32]. Other 
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automated FPI systems are developed by some NDT companies with similar processing 
stations or tanks. Even though those automated FPI system can handle complex chemical 
process, the final visual inspection step is still done by human inspectors. An automated 
inspection system is needed to aid human inspectors’ work of detection, measurement and 
classification.  
In the literature many proposed image based defect inspection researches have been 
carried out on a variety of NDT applications that we can use for reference here. Image pre-
processing, segmentation, feature extraction and classification techniques are discussed in 
those literatures [34-56]. To convert RGB image from imaging sensor to gray scale image, 
Nashat et al. decompose color information in RGB image and subtract to enhance crack 
indication [35]. In FPI inspection case, since FPI indication is in green, the green 
component is used to enhance the indication directly. For the further improvement of gray 
scale image quality, median filter noise reduction is introduced [34][36][39][51]. The most 
important and challenging part is the indication segmentation process which can be 
categorized into three groups: 1. Segment in intensity i.e. thresholding, 2. Segment in 
gradient i.e. edge detection and 3. Segment by subtraction approach. In [35][37][44][49] , 
the researchers use pre-tuned threshold and references [34][36] introduce adaptive 
threshold method – Otsu method [5], which has very good performance and robustness. In 
[36][37][40][47], the researchers applied Sobel filter for edge detection, while in the 
comparison made by [48], Canny filter is probably the best in edge detection for defect 
indications. In subtraction approach [49], the authors subtract a predefined background 
image of welding to segment crack indication. And in [36][46][50], low-pass filter is 
applied to smooth the original image to get background image. In  [51],  the background 
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image is obtained from an analytical software – TableCurve3D from IBM Statistical 
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). Other segmentation methods include local 
segmentation with edge detection [55] for welding image, which may not be very useful in 
turbine blade image inspection. And bi-dimensional Empirical Mode Decomposition 
(BEMD) [52] and Fuzzy C-Mean (FCM) [54] cannot achieve convincing results. In this 
thesis, we will investigate various image processing techniques, such as intensity 
thresholding, gradient edge detection and subtraction approaches for turbine blades’ 
inspection. We have developed an Otsu Adaptive thresholding which combines Canny 
Edge Detection and Erosion-Dilation-Subtraction methods to achieve good quality 
indication image. The details will be discussed in Chapter 3. In feature extraction and 
classification step, we developed algorithms to measure and classify indications according 
to Liquid Penetrant Inspection Standard ASTM E433-71 [57][58]. 
 
1.2.2 Literature review on honey bee colony health monitoring 
 
In Canada, honey bee industry is an important part of this country’s agricultural 
production, makes Canada the world’s twelfth-largest producer of honey [64]. According to 
recent research, Canadian bee keepers suffer from Colony Collapse Disorder (CCD) in the 
past few years [59]. Over the winter of 2008-2009, Canadian bee keepers lost 33.9% of 
colonies, twice the normal rate of winter losses. In some provinces such as Alberta, New 
Brunswick and Prince Edward Island (PEI), the number exceeds over 40% [60]. Many 
research and survey has been made on the CCD in the past few years, and  two main causes 
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have been discussed: 1. bacterial disease – American foulbrood disease [63-64]; and 2. 
parasites disease – Varroa destructor [65][68] and Nosema [66]. However, there’s no final 
conclusion in the debate of the major cause of CCD, and the only effective way to control 
CCD is to monitor bee colonies and to identify unhealthy bee colony in an early stage. Two 
approaches can be applied to monitor bee colony health condition: monitor individual bee 
for example the queen by video based image [67][68]; or inspect bee brood frame for 
healthy brood area and healthy cell percentage [69]. Compared with the first approach, the 
second one costs less in terms of equipment and gives more information in terms of healthy 
cell numbers and percentages. In addition, the visual inspection is very time-consuming, 
tedious, and inaccurate due to limitations of the human eye working under poor visibility 
conditions (full sun, shading by the beekeepers hat & veil, sweat dripping into eyes, eye 
glasses fogging up). For a beekeeper in Eastern Canada with 300 colonies, the inspection 
takes approximately 300 hours of work every 10 days. An automated solution is urgently 
needed for bee colony scanning and disease identification to improve the Canadian 
beekeeping industry. In this thesis, we built up an automated honey bee colony health 
monitoring system including both hardware and software systems. In hardware system, this 
thesis designed a brood frame inspection box to take brood pictures with uniformed high 
quality. In software system, this thesis developed an algorithm which combines Otsu 
adaptive thresholding [5] method with morphological operations [3] and ellipse fitting 
function [70] to extract brood boundary, and compared with edge detection method. Lee 
Hung Liew, Beng Yong Lee and Margaret Chan introduced circular Hough transform in 
cell detection [69]. However, circular Hough transform needs large amount of computation. 
In this thesis, we improved this algorithm’s efficiency by introducing circularity detection 
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before applying Hough transform to avoid unnecessary computation. In the final decision 
making step, we used Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [6][34][56] to classify honey bee 
colonies’ health condition into healthy or unhealthy conditions. 
 
1.3 Contribution of thesis 
 
In this thesis, image processing and classification techniques are applied to two 
different applications which share a common feature of detecting condition by using 
images.  
In the design of an advanced automatic inspection system for turbin blade FPI 
analysis, the main contributions are listed as follows: 
 A new approach is developed to perform automatic accurate segmentation of 
turbine blade indication from background after FPI process. This approach 
combines Otsu Adaptive Thresholding with Canny Edge Detection and Erosion-
Dilation-Sultraction method. 
 Special feature extraction and classification functions are designed to perform 
automatic classification of indications. 
 A user friendly interface is designed to show detection and classification results 
of the advanced automatic inspection system. 
In the design of an advanced automatic inspection system for honey bee colony 
health monitoring, the main contributions are listed as follows: 
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 A new simple and effective approach is developed to perform automatic brood 
boundary detection with high accuracy. This approach integrates Otsu Adaptive 
Thresholding and morphological operations.   
 A new approach in uncapped cells detection is developed by integrating 
circularity detection and Hough circle detection. 
 A user friendly interface is designed to show detection and classification results 
of the advanced automatic inspection system. 
 
1.4 Thesis outline 
 
 
The thesis is organized as follows. 
In Chapter 1, background and motivation are introduced. The thesis outline is given 
as well. 
In Chapter 2, a brief review on the background knowledge in image processing and 
classification is carried out. The basic fundamental principles in digital image acquisition 
and color models are presented. Spatial transform, filtering and morphological operation 
techniques are discussed. The classification technique ANN is described briefly at the end 
of this chapter. 
In Chapter 3, image processing and classification techniques are applied to 
aerospace NDT applications. NDT and FPI methods are briefly reviewed and the challenge 
of automated FPI process is discussed. Then the image pre-processing techniques are 
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implemented to acquire good quality gray scale images. Image segmentation functions are 
developed to segment the indications from the background. Feature extraction functions 
and classification functions are implemented to measure and classify the indications. 
Finally, the sample images from industrial partners are tested by the developed system and 
the field work has been carried out. 
In Chapter 4, image processing and classification techniques will be further carried 
on in a brand new field – honey bee health monitoring. First, some background of Canada’s 
honey bee industry and situation of CCD are reviewed. In this thesis, a hardware inspection 
box is designed to take standard good quality pictures for honey bee brood inspection. A 
simple and effective brood boundary detection method is presented to accurately extract 
the brood area out of frame. Uncapped cell detection function using Hough transform and 
circularity detection is developed to detect the unhealthy cells inside brood area. Finally an 
ANN is trained and implemented in the system to make final decision on the brood health 
condition.  








In this chapter, we will review the background knowledge related to the research 
work which is carried out in this thesis. Image processing and classification techniques are 
implemented to inspect aircraft parts and honey bee brood to evaluate the health condition 
of those test pieces. This chapter starts with a brief introduction of basics of digital image 
acquisition, including human vision structure, digital image sensing, sampling and 
representation. Different colored image models will be discussed and compared thereafter. 
Spatial transformation, filtering and morphological operation techniques will be introduced 
as they are used to perform indication segmentation in this research. Finally, since both 
problems are treated as classification problem in this research, the classification tool – 
neural network will be reviewed at the end of this chapter.  
 
2.2 Digital image acquisition 
  
Visual ability is an important ability of human being. Information which collected 
from eyes consist a large proportion of all. With the evolution in computing and 
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information technology, digital image processing techniques have been developed and 
applied in a wide range of applications. Digital image acquisition is always the first step in 
digital image processing. As a matter of fact, digital image acquisition system is very 
similar to human vision system. When one talks about digital image acquisition, it always 
goes to human vision first. 
In human vision, light goes through the lens and projects to the innermost of the 
eye, retina (Figure 2.1). The lens are supported and controlled by the fibers attached to the 
ciliary muscle. The focus of lens is changeable through ciliary muscle so that our eye can 
capture light from an object in a wide range of distance. Retina has millions of receptors: 
cones and rods. They are highly sensitive to color and can give us a full field of view. 
Human vision has certain advantages such as high color sensitivity and high brightness 
adaptation. However, shortcomings exist as well. The image perceived by our eyes is not 
simply dependent on the intensity and the shape of an object. A well-known example is 
simultaneous contrast, shown in Figure 2.2. The inner squares in those two pictures seem 
to have different brightness, but in fact, they have the same intensity. The same phenomena 
can be found in optical illusions, where people will see nonexistent or wrong information 
under some circumstances. Besides, the visible spectrum of human eye is narrow in the 









In digital image processing, the image is sensed and acquired by the sensors which 
have similar structure to human eyes. The light from the object goes through the lens and 
projects on an array of sensors. The lens is controlled by mechanical structures to change 
the focus. Each individual sensor can receive the energy from the light and transform this 
energy into a voltage signal. Since different electromagnetic spectrums result in different 
energy, the sensor will produce different signals to distinguish among different spectrums. 
Thus this enables the sensor to read all radio wave in electromagnetic spectrums including 
both visible and invisible lights.  A sensor array consists of many sensors lying in a plane 
Figure 2.2 An example of human perceiving error – simultaneous contrast 
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which will give us a 2-D image. The resolution of a digital image is based on the numbers 
of sensors. Then, the voltage signal from sensor is converted from analog signal into digital 






Figure 2.3 An image of letter I shown as a 2-D matrix 
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2.3 Color models 
  
Color image processing is widely used in digital image processing and visual 
servoing tasks. The application is motivated by two main reasons: first, human vision 
system has the ability to recognize and distinguish thousands of colors as mentioned in the 
previous section. Second, the color is a powerful indicator which can simplify many image 
processing tasks. For example, in Figure 2.4, the robot soccer players are distinguished and 
located by different color signs on the top of them. The computer will analyze the images 
from top camera to know the position of each team member precisely. In this thesis, color 
information is a powerful indication in both applications. In this section we will review 
several color models in digital image processing. 
 
 
Figure 2.4 Robot soccer players distinguished by different color signs (image from Carnegie 




2.3.1 RGB color model 
 
RGB color model is the most common model used in hardware devices such as 
digital cameras and digital monitors. According to research results, the cones in the human 
eye are sensitive to colors, and they can be classified into three main categories – the three 
primary colors: red (R), green (G) and blue (B). RGB image has three values in each pixel: 
R, G and B. In a standard 24-bit RGB image, every component has 8-bit range, 256 values, 
the combination will have (256)3 = 16,777,216 different colors. Figure 2.5 shows the 
RGB color cube. In this thesis, color images will be taken and saved in RGB model for 
further analysis.  
 
Figure 2.5 RGB color cube [3] 
 
 




RGB color model is perfect for image sensing and display, but when it is used to 
describe color, it’s relatively weak. In a RGB image, we cannot tell the color directly from 
the R, G, B values. Compared with RGB color model, HSI can better present human 
interpretation of color. In HIS image, hue is the color property that describes the pure color, 
which will give us accurate color information of an object. Hue value is robust to light 
intensity and reflection angle changes. Saturation is the colorfulness of the pure color. And 
intensity is the measure of light which is reflected by the color.  
Hue, saturation and intensity can be calculated from RGB value. As shown in 
Figure 2.6, HSI color model is cylinder like where the vertical axis is the intensity value, 
saturation value is the distance from the color point to the intensity axis, and hue is the 
angle the origin color—red. Equations 2.1 to 2.3 give the conversion from standard RGB 
model image to HSI model image [3].  
𝐻 = {
𝜃,                              𝐵 ≤ 𝐺
360 − 𝜃,                𝐵 > 𝐺
                                              (2.1) 







𝑆 = 1 −
3
𝑅+𝐺+𝐵
[min (𝑅, 𝐺, 𝐵)]                                             (2.2) 
𝐼 = (𝑅 + 𝐺 + 𝐵)/3                                                      (2.3) 




Figure 2.6 HSI color model [3] 
Intensity value is the only descriptor of gray scale image or monochrome image. 
Gray scale image only carries intensity value, which makes it easier to interpret by the 
computers and simplifies the calculation at the same time. It is suitable for more complex 
image operations such as filtering and morphological operations. Equation 2.4 shows a 
typical RGB to gray scale image transformation function. 
Gray scale value = 0.299 ∗ R + 0.587 ∗ G + 0.114 ∗ B                            (2.4) 
 
2.4 Basics of intensity transformation and filtering 
  
Intensity transformation and filtering are two main operations working in spatial 
domain, or in image plane. They change image pixels directly in their values. Intensity 
transformation can be used to improve the contrast of an image or to perform image 
thresholding. Spatial filtering can sharp or fuzzy an image, or perform edge detection as 
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well. In this section, we will introduce some basics of intensity transformation and filtering. 
Intensity transformation is operating directly on every pixel of an image according 
to a certain rule. It can be described as in Equation 2.5,  
𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑇(𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦))                                                       (2.5) 
where 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) and 𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦) are the pixel values of input image and output image at position 
(𝑥, 𝑦), 𝑇 stands for the transformation rule of the operation [3]. An example for intensity 
transformation is thresholding. In Equation 2.6, 𝑇 is a typical thresholding function, if a 
pixel value is higher than 100, it has a new value 1, otherwise 0. This operation transforms 
a grayscale image into a bitmap image. (Figure 2.7) 
𝑇(𝑖) = {
1,         𝑖 > 100
0,         𝑖 ≤ 100




Spatial filtering has the same function in Equation 2.5, but the function  𝑇 will be a 
spatial filter 𝑘 instead. In Equation 2.7, the spatial filter is a typical low-pass filter. Low-
pass filter reduces high frequency signals such as noises and edge information of an image. 
This filter gives pixel (𝑥, 𝑦) the average value of its 3x3 neighborhood pixels. The filter 
Figure 2.7 Image thresholding 
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will move from pixel to pixel and scan the whole image. Figure 2.8 shows an example of 









2.5 Morphological operation 
 
Morphological operation is a powerful approach in image processing other than 
spatial functions. It provides new solutions to numerous problems in image processing, 
such as extracting edge, thinning and filtering.  
Morphological operation is based on set theory. In digital image processing, gray 
scale images are stored and represented as 3-D matrix. Every element has 3 components: x 
and y position and gray scale intensity. Morphological operation is performed by 
structuring elements (SE). SE is a small matrix or image. When one performs 
morphological operation, SE will be used to scan input image pixel by pixel and to create a 
new image. For example, erosion, a fundamental operation in morphological operation, is 
Figure 2.8 Low-pass filter noise reduction 
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used to shrink objects in an image. It is defined by Equation 2.8, where A is the input 
image, B is SE of erosion, i is the set of origin points of B contained in A [3]. Dilation 
operation is defined by Equation 2.9 [3]. 
𝐴 ⊖ 𝐵 = {𝑖 ∣ (𝐵)𝑖 ⊆ 𝐴}                                                   (2.8) 
𝐴 ⊕ 𝐵 = { 𝑖 ∣ (𝐵)𝑖⋂𝐴 ≠ ∅ }                                              (2.9) 
Figure 2.9 shows the examples of erosion and dilation operation. The first image is 
eroded by a vertical line, and gives the result of two vertical lines of letter “H”. The second 
image is eroded by a square, and gives the result of a thinner “H”. The third image is 
dilated by a square, and gives the result of a bolder “H”. Through this example, we can see 
that a square SE can thin or thicken an object while a line SE can detect lines. In this thesis, 







2.6 Neural network classification 
  
Compared with normal digital computer, human brain computes in a much more 
complicated way. It is a highly complex and parallel computer made up with biological 
neurons. Artificial neural network is to simulate biological neural network’s neuron, 
structure, reaction and learning algorithm to solve some nonlinear and complex tasks for 




Figure 2.9 Examples of erosion and dilation functions with different SE 
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basics of artificial neurons and Multilayer Perceptron (MLP).  
Biological neuron’s functions are mainly accomplished by dendrites, cell body and 
axon. Dendrites are thin structures from the cell body and working as inputs to the cell 
body. Cell body analyzes signals from dendrites and gives output to axon. Axon connects 
to thousands of target cells through synapses. Artificial neuron has similar structure to that 
of biological neuron. As shown in Figure 2.10, it has a set of inputs and relevant weighting 
vector. An adder will sum all input signals and an activation function will make decision 





Multilayer perceptron is a typical feed forward artificial neural network which 
Figure 2.10 Structure comparison biological neuron and artificial neuron [6] 
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consists of multiple layers: input layer, hidden layer and output layer. Each neuron in one 
layer connects with a certain weight to every neuron in the following layer. MLP exhibits a 
high degree of connectivity, means a neuron will be connected to all neurons from upper 
and lower layer (Figure 2.11). MLP is widely used in statistical estimation, classification, 
nonlinear control and image analysis. In Chapter 5, we will use MLP to classify healthy 
and unhealthy honey bee colony.  
 




In this chapter, the background knowledge and methods related to thesis work has 
been reviewed. First, with regards to image acquisition, human vision system, digital 
image sensing, sampling and representation have been reviewed. Different color models 
have been discussed to enhance the information of interest in images. Spatial 
transformation and filtering techniques have been presented as they are powerful tools in 
contrast enhancement and image segmentation. Morphological operations have been 
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reviewed through two examples: erosion and dilation.  They are implemented in both 
problems for background segmentation and brood boundary extraction. Some basics of 
Artificial Neural Network are presented for the subsequent classification of the brood 























Chapter 3. Image processing and classification applications in 




In aerospace industry, safety and reliability are the most important concern. Very 
little defect or fault can cause catastrophic disasters. As a result, industry and research 
institutions pay a great deal of attention on product quality control and aircraft maintenance. 
Among a great number of parts, aircraft engine turbine blades are the most susceptible 
parts to defects as they work in extremely high pressure and temperature conditions. 
Regardless of its size, it is of critical importance in transforming heat into power energy. Its 
safety is always the first priority of aerospace industry.  
In aerospace industry, preventive measures – NDT method is applied to detect 
discontinuities in an early manufacturing stage. NDT can evaluate a material, part or 
system without damaging the test piece. Common NDT methods are FPI, ECT, UT and 
MPI. Compared with the other popular NDT methods, FPI is comparably cheaper and 
more efficient for turbine blade detection than ECT and Ultrasonic. Thus it is suitable for 
detecting turbine blade surface discontinuities. However, FPI requires numerous labor 
forces in process, inspection and analysis procedures. Even though some automated FPI 
systems are already in operation to a certain extent with high quality, the final inspection 
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and evaluation of the FPI results are still carried out by human inspectors. Thus, advanced 
automatic inspection system is needed to ease the human inspectors’ workload and to 
provide the inspection results precisely and efficiently.  
In this chapter, we have designed and developed an Advanced Automatic Inspection 
System (AAIS) particular for FPI analysis to aid human inspector. The sample images of 
FPI turbine blade and coupons are taken under ultraviolet light after automated FPI process.  
Typical indications are bright green in various types, such as cracking, dusting, pit, cold 
shut, hot tear and so on. To accomplish the task of detecting and classifying indications 
from complex background and noise in turbine blade FPI images, we have developed an 
AAIS which contains 4 function parts: image processing, image segmentation, feature 
extraction and classification. In image processing, we compare the standard RGB to 
grayscale function with color components method, combine wavelet with median filter 
noise reduction, and enhance processing results with Gamma transformation. In image 
segmentation, we combine intensity thresholding, gradient edge detection and subtraction 
approach together. We develop an Otsu Adaptive Thresholding with Canny Edge Detection 
and Erosion-Dilation-Subtraction method to achieve the indication image with good quality. 
In the end, we develop feature extraction and classification functions to realize a 
preliminary classification function to classify indications into 2 types and 4 classes 
according to ASTM E433-71 liquid penetrant inspection standard. Figure 3.1 shows the 
flowchart of AAIS.  
In this chapter, we will first review the basics and procedures of FPI testing in 
Section 2. The main functions of AAIS: image preprocessing, image segmentation, feature 
extraction and classification will be discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, the results from 
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sample turbine blade images and field testing will be given and analyzed. A software 




3.2 FPI testing 
 
FPI is one of the most widely used NDT methods in aircraft maintenance. FPI is a 
chemical procedure designed to detect surface discontinuities on nonporous specimen. In 
some critical parts like engine parts, small discontinuities are important to their safety. 
Discontinuities’ length commonly ranges from 0.1mm to 5mm. The discontinuities in this 
kind of size cannot be discovered by human Visual Inspection (VI). The contrast between 
the discontinuities and the background surface is normally too small to be distinguished by 
human eyes. FPI can solve this problem by applying fluorescent liquid on the surface of 
specimen to increase the contrast between discontinuities and background so that they can 
be observed under UV light by human inspectors.   
When applying FPI, surface preparation is usually the first step. One must make 
Figure 3.1 System flowchart of AAIS 
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sure that the surface is free of any contaminants that may restrict liquid penetrant to enter 
the discontinuities. Water, oil or other chemicals remain on the surface may mask the 
discontinuities. In order to clean the specimen, solvent cleaner and ultrasonic cleaner are 
applied. After cleaning, liquid penetrant will be sprayed on the surface. Because of surface 
tension, liquid will seep into small discontinuities slowly. After certain dwell time (around 
30 minutes), penetrant remain on the surface should be removed by solvent cleaner. This 
step is critical and tricky since one should remove all surface penetrant but not inside the 
discontinuities. Lack of cleaning will bring lots of noises, and over cleaning will remove 
penetrant inside the discontinuities. The developer will be applied to make the penetrant 
inside discontinuities start to bleed out. This will make discontinuities visible by human 
eyes under UV light.  
In this research, we use “SPOTCHECK” penetrant inspection products from 
Magnaflux (Figure 3.2). Specimen will be viewed under UV light; and a camera is 
connected to the computer to acquire FPI results (Figure 3.3). In Figure 3.4, a coupon is 




Figure 3.2 FPI chemicals: Water Washable Penetrant, Developer, Solvent Removable Penetrant and 
Solvent Cleaner (From left to right) 
 






3.3 Main functions of AAIS 
 
The main functions of AAIS include four parts: image pre-processing, image 
segmentation, feature extraction and classification. In this section, we will present those 
four functional parts in detail.  
 
Figure 3.4 Coupon after FPI process: under visual light (up) and under UV light (down) 
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3.3.1 Image pre-processing 
 
FPI result images are standard RGB images with similar color scales. The 
indications are bright green, and background is comparatively dark. Instead of using 
standard RGB to grayscale function (Equation 3.1), we found that green components from 
the original RGB image can enhance the green indications in FPI result image. The 
grayscale images results are shown in Figure 3.5. The comparison of average intensity 
from those results is shown in Table 3.1. As we can see, for the bright green indications in 
this research, green components are better than standard grayscale function.   
 




Figure 3.5 Original RGB image, standard grayscale image and green component 




Table 3.1 Comparison of average intensity of indication and background 
 Standard grayscale image Green component 
Average intensity of indication 170.4089 190.8453 
Average intensity of background 96.3360 85.5783 
D-value 74.0729 105.2670 
 
To further enhance the grayscale image, we use intensity transformation function 
mentioned in Chapter 2. The intensity transformation works on single pixels and can map 
input intensities according to a given function. The “Log” Transformation and “Gamma” 
Transformation (Equations 3.2 & 3.3) can easily enhance the intensity range of interest and 
reduce the influence from background information (Figure 3.6). In this case, we want to 
have less details from background image (lower intensity values) while retain the 
indications (higher intensity values). Figure 3.7 shows the Gamma Transformation results 
with γ = 2. 
 𝑇(𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)) = 𝑐 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔 [1 + 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)]              (3.2) 
𝑇(𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)) = 𝑐 ∗ 𝑓𝛾(𝑥, 𝑦)        (3.3) 








In the real situation, we may have some noises in the image. There are different 
kinds of noise reduction methods, and low-pass filter is the simplest one. However, it may 
bedim some edge information as well. Median filter is a very effective method in noise 
reduction, and it can reduce noise well and keep the edge information. In the project, we 
implement median filter noise reduction function. A 3-by-3 Median filter can be defined in 





































𝑀(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛{𝑧𝑘|𝑘 = 1,2, … ,9}                  (3.4) 
where 𝑧𝑘 represents pixel (x, y) and its 8-conneted neighbor pixels. 
 
3.3.2 Image Segmentation 
 
After being applied the image pre-processing steps in the previous section, the 
grayscale images now have good contrast without noise. Image segmentation functions can 
be carried out to extract region information thereafter. Image segmentation is the technique 
to divide target image into constituent regions. In this project, image segmentation 
functions will extract the indications from the background. An Otsu Adaptive Thresholding 
with Canny Edge Detection and Erosion-Dilation-Subtraction operations are developed and 
will be discussed in this section. 
Erosion-Dilation-Subtraction (EDS) method is to extract the background image 
from original image first, and then to subtract with original image to get the foreground 
image. For example, if we are only interested in impulse signals like points A and B in a 2-
D signal as shown in Figure 3.8, EDS will first obtain background signal, then do the 
subtraction to generate the signal of interest. The result in Figure 3.8 only keeps the 






Normally, in 3-D image processing, the background image will be obtained from 
curve fitting or surface fitting software. In this chapter, we have applied an advanced 
morphological operation method which combines erode operation and dilate operation 
(Equations 2.8 & 2.9) together to eliminate foreground indications and extract background 
image. As mentioned in Chapter 2, Erosion operation can thin an object in image while 
Figure 3.8 Extract impulse signals from a 2-D signal using EDS: original signal (upper), 
background signal (middle), result signal (lower). 
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dilation operation can thicken the object. With appropriate size and shape of operation 
structure element SE, we can eliminate the indications first in erosion operation, and then 
rebuild the background image with dilation operation. By this mean, we can segment 
background image and foreground image while introducing less additional information. 








Figure 3.9 EDS operation procedure and result 
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this gray scale image we have the desired indications and plenty of noises (i.e. penetration 
remains on the surface) that will mislead the system to make wrong decisions. To improve 
the accuracy, it is necessary to do a further thresholding segmentation step to discard the 
noises and keep the indications as much as possible. To do this we combine Otsu adaptive 
threshold method together with Canny edge detection method, to set up two thresholds 
both in gray value intensity and gradient.  
Thresholding is very useful in image processing to segment gray scale image into 
binary image. It this section, thresholding is used to obtain binary information of 
indications from gray scale foreground image. In intensity space, Otsu adaptive threshold 
method is based on the histogram analysis of the gray scale image. This method first 
assumes a threshold to classify pixels into two intensity groups, and then computes the 
between-class variance to maximize this value. The maximum between-class variance 
ensures that the threshold can separate pixels into two classes in intensity accurately, i.e. 
the foreground indications and background.  
Edge detection is another effective approach in image segmentation. This approach 
segments the image in gradient space.  Typical edge detection methods are Robert, Sobel 
and Canny edge detection. Compared with the other two methods, Canny edge detection 
performs better edge detection by its double thresholding and connectivity analysis. Canny 
method first applies a Gaussian filter to smooth the image, where the user can choose 
according to the size of objects. Then it computes the image into gradient map. After 
selecting two thresholds 𝑇𝐿 and 𝑇𝐻, the algorithm considers the pixels with gradient higher 
than 𝑇𝐻 to be edge points 𝑔𝑁𝐻, while the pixels with gradient lower than 𝑇𝐿  are treated as 
normal points 𝑔𝑁𝐿. Finally, Canny method checks the 8-neighbor connectivity in the pixel 
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group 𝑔𝑁𝑀 with gradient higher than 𝑇𝐿 and lower than 𝑇𝐻 to connect the isolated edges. 
Figure 3.10 shows the final result from image segmentation. 
  
𝑔𝑁𝐻(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑔𝑁(𝑥, 𝑦) ≥ 𝑇𝐻           (3.5) 
𝑔𝑁𝐿(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑔𝑁(𝑥, 𝑦) ≥ 𝑇𝐿                   (3.6) 
𝑔𝑁𝑀(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑔𝑁𝐿(𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝑔𝑁𝐻(𝑥, 𝑦)                               (3.7) 
 
where gN  is the gradient value of pixels, gNH , gNL  and gNM  are the three pixel groups 





3.3.3 Feature Extraction 
 
In the previous sections, we have discussed about image processing and image 
segmentation functions. By applying those functions, AAIS can process the original image 
Figure 3.10 Result of image segmentation 
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to obtain the image with the indications in bitmap image. In this section, feature extraction 
functions are introduced to measure the indications. The results of feature extraction will 
be used in classification functions and for aiding human inspector for further detection. 
The first thing of feature extraction is the boundary following process using 8-
neighbour detection or chain code. Then the system can measure the object which is 
encircled by the detected boundary. Most of the detected objects represent the potential 
defects. The useful features are center position, length and width, area, minimum enclosing 
rectangle, aspect ratio, perimeter, rectangularity. In this section we will discuss border 
tracing, minimum bounding box detection, length, width and aspect ratio. 
 
a Border tracing 
 
Border tracing is to detect and label each object in one image. The result can be 
used for further feature extraction process. In Section 3.4, we have already obtained the 
image processing result in bitmap image. The value of indication pixels is 1 (white) and the 
background is 0 (black). To perform border tracing function we first remove all interior 
pixels and leave only boundary pixels. 4-neighbour connection check can detect interior 
pixels and remove them. Figure 3.10 shows how 4-neighbour connection check works. If 
all 4-connected neighbour pixels of the center pixel are 1, the center pixel is considered to 






Border tracing can be performed by 8-neighbour connection check which is carried 
out in the following steps: 
1. Scan for the top-left pixel as start pixel of each object 𝑂𝑖. For object 𝑂𝑖, mark 
the start pixel by giving a new pixel value i + 1. 
2. Start from left neighbor of the detected boundary pixel and perform 8-
neighbour connection check in clockwise direction. If a new boundary pixel is 
detected and has value 1, record its position and assign value i + 1 to it. 
3. Repeat step 2 until no more new boundary pixel is detected. 
4. Repeat step 1, 2 and 3 until all pixels in the target image have been scanned. 
In the resulted image, all boundary pixels will be detected. Boundary pixels from 
object  𝑂𝑖 will have its only pixel value 𝑖 + 1 as a label to distinguish between each object. 
When one records and restores the location of boundary pixels, the chain code is 
very useful and efficient since it represents each position in only 8 digits. Figure 3.11 
Figure 3.11 4-neighbour connection check algorithm 
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shows the operation of chain code. The code of this step is 7. 
 
                            
b Minimum bounding box 
 
After applying the boundary following process, the system detects all objects in 
image. Then it’s possible to measure the indication represented by the objects. The 
minimum bounding box can measure the round and rectangular indications in length, width, 
center position and rectangularity. In this section, we will explain the minimum enclosing 
rectangle detection. 
The minimum bounding box is the smallest rectangle that encloses the objects in 
the bitmap image. It can measure the objects’ center position, length and width, orientation 
and rectangularity. As we have obtained boundary points in the previous section, we can 
Chain code=7 
Figure 3.12 Process of chain code 
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first select one point as starting point, scan the other boundary points and calculate the 
distance between them. Then the algorithm goes to the next starting point. After all points 
are scanned as starting point, we may find the longest distance between two boundary 
points. These two points are the endpoints of the main axis of this object and the distance is 
the length (Figure 3.12). We can scan the remaining boundary points and calculate the 
distance between the points to the main axis, select the longest distance from both sides of 
the main axis as the width of the minimum boundary box. 
 
 
Figure 3.13 Minimum boundary box  
 
Rectangularity is a measurement reflects the shape of the object. It’s the 
relationship between the area of object and the area of the minimum bounding box 
(Equation 3.8). It ranges from 0 to 1. It takes on a maximum value of 1 for rectangular 





                                                       (3.8) 
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where 𝐴𝑂 is the area of the object,  𝐴𝑅 is the area of the minimum bounding box. 
 
c Length, width and aspect ratio 
 
For round or rectangular indications, the length is the longest straight-line distance 
of the indication. It can be measured by the minimum bounding box of the object as 
mentioned in the previous section. But in some cases in this chapter, we may have the 
indications such as crack whose length is not the same as the minimum enclosing 
rectangle’s length, but represents the path of the crack.  Hence we need to find the length of 
this type of object. One effective way is to generate skeleton out of the object by using 
Thin function.  
Thin function is a morphological operation which can thin an object to its skeleton. 
Thin function is to erode the target object by rotating structure elements shown in Figure 
3.11. The algorithm continues performing the erosion function until no further change 
occurs in the target object. Figure 3.12 shows the result of Thin function. 
 
 
Figure 3.14 Structure element of Thin function. X represents pixels not necessary to scan 
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From the skeleton image, the system can measure the length of the indication 
accurately. With the length and area of the indication, we can calculate the approximate 
width of the indication by Equation 3.9. The aspect ratio is defined by Equation 3.10, 
which is a critical value measuring the sharpness of the indication. 
 
𝑊𝐴 = 𝐴/𝐿        (3.9)        
𝐴𝑠 = 𝐿/𝑊𝐴                   (3.10) 
 




With the features extracted from bitmap images, the system now can perform 
classification functions. In this specific problem, we have plenty types of indications from 
turbine blade, such as typical cracking, dusting, pit, cold shut, hot tear and dross. With the 
Figure 3.15 Result of skeleton extraction with Thin function 
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features extracted from FPI process, it is impossible to classify all the indications into 
specific classes. In this thesis, we perform preliminary classification to classify the 
indications into 2 types and 4 classes, according to ASTM-E433 Standard Reference 
Photographs for Liquid Penetrant Inspection reapproved in 2003 [57].  
ASTM-E433 Standard Reference Photographs for Liquid Penetrant Inspection is a 
specific standard set for classifying and characterizing indications detectable by penetrant 
inspection method, which is adopted in this thesis. The detailed classification criterion is 
showed in Table 3.2. 
 
 
Table 3.2 ASTM-E433 Standard Reference Photographs for Liquid Penetrant Inspection 
Type Class 
I 
Neither dimension is greater than 
three times the other. 
A Single 
B Multiple unaligned 
II 
One of the dimensions is greater 
than three times the other. 
C Multiple aligned 
D Intersection of surfaces 
 
ASTM-E433 standard will classify indications into two types, Type 1 
round/rectangular indications and Type 2 slender indications. We can refer to aspect ratio 𝑆 
mentioned in the previous section. If S < 3 , the indication is Type 1, otherwise the 
indication is Type 2.  
The Single and Multiple indications classification is to detect whether there are 
several indications in the same user defined area. In this thesis, instead of scanning every 
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part in the image, we only scan the areas in the neighborhood of each indication. The 
algorithm traverses all the indication detected in previous sections, applies N  times of 
dilation operation to each of them to create the nearby areas, and verifies if those areas are 
connected to each other. If so, those indications are classified as multiple indications. The 
number of dilate operation times N can be chosen by human supervisor.  
Figure 3.14 shows an example of multiple indication detection. First the algorithm 
selects one indication in the top left picture as initial object, and then performs dilation 
operation to create a nearby area for initial object as shown in bottom right picture. Finally, 
the resulted neighborhood area will be applied to the input image. If there are any other 
indications in the area, they will be classified as multiple indications or group indications.  
Class D: indication intersects with boundary, the algorithm needs to be able to 
define the boundary of the part. We can refer to the results from previous Section 3.3.2: 
Image Segmentation. In that section, we successfully segment the foreground and 
background image from the input image. In the background image we can easily find the 
boundary of the part by applying edge detection. By matching two images together we can 








The most difficult classification is to classify between Class B and Class C, i.e. to 
classify the multiple indications into unaligned and aligned class. Here we implement 
Hough transform for line detection.  
Figure 3.16 ASTM-E433 Standard Reference Photographs for Liquid Penetrant Inspection 
Figure 3.17 An indication is intersected with boundary of part 
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When we look at an image, it is a 2-D or 3-D matrix in spatial space. Every point in 
the image has x—y position and its intensity value. It is easy for human eye to recognize 
the color and shape, while relatively hard for machine. In order to overcome this problem, 
Hough transform can map image in spatial space into perimeter space to perform particular 
shape detection. For example, in this project, the algorithm is expected to detect the close 
parallel lines in an image. Hough transform’s solution is to transform this image into m-c 
space where m is the slope and c is the intercept (Figure 3.16). In the x-y space, the points 
share the same m and c values if they are on the same line. In m-c space, point (𝑚𝑖, 𝑐𝑖) 
stand for a line in x-y space. If the value at point (𝑚𝑖, 𝑐𝑖) in m-c space is 𝑛, that means we 
have 𝑛 points on line (𝑚𝑖, 𝑐𝑖) in x-y space. In x-y space, we can detect the line (𝑚𝑖, 𝑐𝑖) 
(Equation 3.11). In the real situation, the difficulty lies in that m can be infinity, i.e. line 
x=2 can’t be present in m-c space. So usually Equation 3.12 is used to transform x-y space 
into a polar coordinate space: 𝜌-𝜃 space. 𝜌 is the radial coordinate and 𝜃 is the angular 
coordinate. In this case 𝜌 and 𝜃 can represent every possible line in x-y space. Figure 3.17 
shows an example of Hough transform in detecting the long side and short side of 
rectangles. In the parameter space, 16 highlight points at  𝜃 = 0° stands for 16 long side 




Figure 3.18 Hough transform maps points to m-c space 
                                  𝑦 = 𝑚 ∗ 𝑥 + 𝑐              𝑐 = −𝑚 ∗ 𝑥 + 𝑦               (3.11) 




Figure 3.19 An example of Hough transform for  line detection 
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In this thesis, we detect the aligned indications by performing Hough line detection 
from skeletons extracted in Section 3.3.3 Feature Extraction. By measuring the distance of 
points in parameter space, we can measure the closeness of two linear skeletons. For some 
complicate indications which have branches, we divide the indication into branches then 
perform Hough line detection. Figure 3.18 shows the detection of a branch with the other 
indications. In this sample, the branch on the top right image is aligned with the indication 






3.5 Software interface and results 
 
In order to display the testing result and aid human inspector, a user friendly 
software interface is designed in this thesis to show image processing procedures and 
classification results (Figure. 10). The interface is developed in Matlab GUIDE.  





Figure 3.21 AAIS software interface built in MATLAB GUIDE 
 
In the interface, we integrate all the functions and show the image processing, 
segmentation, feature extraction and classification results. On the left of the interface, the 
image results are shown step by step. On the top right part of the interface, the feature 
extraction results are displayed such as Center position, Length and Width, Area, Minimum 
enclosing rectangle, Aspect ratio, Perimeter and Rectangularity. The bottom right part 
shows the classification results. The interface can process all the images in a folder 
specified by user and obtain the classification result automatically. This well designed 
interface eases human inspector’s work and gives visualized results in detection, 
classification and measurement. 
As a result, in the 44 testing images provided from the industrial partner—Pratt-
Whitney, 223 indications are correctly detected, 21 indications are not detected or 
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incorrectly detected. Among the correctly detected indications, 211 indications are 
correctly classified while 12 indications are incorrectly classified. The final detection rate 




Field tests on coupons with the same material and similar size of defects have been 
taken as a demonstration of FPI testing and image processing and classification algorithm. 
There are 6 coupons and 4 cracks that are found by FPI tests and all of them are correctly 
classified by the algorithm. Samples and image processing results are shown in Figure 3.22. 
 





In this chapter, we successfully designed an AAIS for Turbine Blade FPI analysis 
with high accuracy and efficiency. Image preprocessing functions are implemented to 
enhance green indications, smooth the image and reduce noise. Image segmentation 
functions combine morphological operations with Otsu adaptive threshold method and 
Canny edge detection to segment input image into background image, foreground image 
and indication bitmap image. Feature extraction functions are developed for the specific 
problem and classification function is developed to classify indications into 2 types and 4 
classes according to ASTM-E433 Liquid Penetrant Inspection Standard. A software 
interface is designed to control and display the process. The system is tested by both 
sample images and FPI results from couple. 
The test results demonstrate that the developed system can automatically detect 
indications from turbine blade FPI results, give accurate measurements and classification 
into 2 types and 4 classes according to ASTM-E433 standard. This system can aid human 
inspectors to perform FPI analysis effectively in measuring useful features and classifying 




Chapter 4. Image processing and classification applications in 
honey bee colony health monitoring 
4.1 Introduction 
 
In Canada, honey bee industry is an important part of this country’s agricultural 
production, makes Canada the world’s twelfth-largest producer of honey. According to 
recent research, Canadian bee keepers suffer from Colony Collapse Disorder (CCD) in the 
past few years. Over the winter of 2008-2009, Canadian bee keepers lost 33.9% of colonies, 
twice the normal rate of winter losses. In some provinces such as Alberta, New Brunswick 
and PEI, the number exceeds over 40%. Biologists and experts have proposed and 
examined numerous causes of this winter loss, until now we are sure that no single factor is 
the cause. Hence monitoring and detection of the diseases and the disorder is critical to 
prevent more loss and control the colony number. To prevent disease and identify 
unhealthy colony, the bee keepers work day by day to examine every colony, which costs a 
lot in terms of time and money. A much more effective and economic solution in bee 
colony monitoring is highly needed. 
In North America, honey bees are always kept in brood boxes which normally 
contain 10 man-made frames (Figure 4.1). In each frame there are 2000 to 3000 empty 
cells to let bees build their colony. To inspect health condition in a colony, beekeepers will 
open up a brood box and take the frame to analyze. The frame in the middle always has the 
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biggest brood area since the whole brood is olive like in 3-D space. Beekeepers need to 
measure the brood area against the whole frame area and also the unhealthy (uncapped) 
cells against the healthy (capped) cells inside the brood area.  
 
Figure 4.1 A brood box with 10 man-made frames 
 
The brood area consists of bright color capped cells with uncapped cells. A healthy 
colony’s brood area is big and the capped cells are the cells in the majority of the brood 
(Figure 4.2). The beekeepers will decide the brood area and measure the area with the 
traditional rules. Meanwhile they count the capped cells and uncapped cells in the brood 
area manually. Then they will calculate two percentages:  
𝑇𝐵𝐶
𝑇𝐹𝐶
% = (𝐵𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑑 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎)/(𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎)                           (4.1) 
𝐵𝐻
𝑇𝐵𝐶
% = (𝐵𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑑 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠)/(𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑏𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑑 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠)                (4.2) 
Based on the above two percentage, they will make their decision by comparing those data 
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with empirical standards to detect the health condition.   
 
 
Figure 4.2 A healthy brood sample 
 
This process is time and labor consuming. It normally takes 50 minutes to evaluate 
one brood, and there are hundreds and thousands brood boxes in a farm. That will take 
hundreds of hours to inspect a whole farm. By the way, human cannot make accurate 
inspection all the time especially after long working hours. In order to increase the speed 
and accuracy of the whole process, we collaborate with Novatek International to design an 
advanced bee colony health monitoring system which consists of hardware and software 
parts. In the hardware part, we set up an inspection box with cameras, where one can insert 
a brood frame and take picture in standard lighting and definition condition. In the software 
part, we have implemented automatic inspection function which includes extracting brood 
area, inspecting the uncapped cells inside the brood and making decision whether the brood 
is healthy or not. The images we have processed are provided by the industrial partner-- 
Novatek International, which stand for typical beehive health conditions under different 
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kinds of situations. However, the images are taken under non-uniform conditions. Hence, 
we may face different definition, contrast, lighting conditions, and sometimes there are 
bees in the image. To solve these problems, we have implemented different image 
processing techniques such as, gray scale image, noise reduction, adaptive threshold, 
morphological transform, curve fitting, and Hough transform. In the decision step, we 
implement artificial neural network to classify images and give the final decision. 
In this chapter, we will introduce the hardware set up: inspection box with camera 
in section 4.2. In section 4.3, image preprocessing functions will be explained briefly. In 
section 4.4, the brood area will be segmented out of frame image using edge detection, 
curve fitting functions, adaptive thresholding and morphological operations. In section 4.5, 
feature extraction of circularity will be carried out with Hough transform circle detection to 
detect the uncapped cells in the brood area. In section 4.6, 6 images provided by our 
industrial partner will be tested, and the results will be presented.  
 
4.2 Brood frame inspection box 
 
As mentioned in the introduction, beekeepers need to take out a single frame and 
inspect health condition. In this project, we need to take pictures of each frame. To control 
the lighting of picture and guarantee all pictures will have unified high quality, we 
designed an inspection box (Figure 4.3). The box has a frame slot in the middle, two digital 
cameras at both sides with LED lightening sources. And the box is portable; it’s easier for 
beekeepers and researchers to carry between farms and research centers. When inspecting a 
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frame, one can insert the frame into the slot and take pictures. This inspection box will ease 
beekeepers’ work and ensure the quality of the pictures which is critical in the following 
image processing steps. 
 
Figure 4.3 Inspection box with cameras 
 
4.3 Image pre-processing 
 
The sample images of brood colony which we use in this project stand for different 
situations, different lighting conditions, definitions, contrast and color. So the first step in 
the software design is to obtain gray scale images with good quality for further processing 
work. The pre-processing procedure contains three functions, i.e. 1. transforming RGB 
image into gray scale image, 2. noise reduction and 3. gray scale modification. 
The sample images are standard RGB images, which is in a 3-D color space. Since 
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processing the image in RGB space is complex and time consuming, we need to transform 
the images into gray scale color space using Equation 2.4. Then we apply the similar 





After we obtain the noise reduction result, contrast enhancement is necessary for 
enhancing the image. In this section we will implement histogram modification function. 
Compared with the other intensity transformation functions such as Gamma transform in 
section 3.3, histogram can improve contrast of poor contrast images. With good contrast, it 
is relatively easy to do further processing such as threshold or edge detection. The method 
will first draw histogram and mark the highest and lowest gray scale value of an image. 
Then it will extend the histogram to 0 to 255. Figure 4.6 shows an example of histogram 
modification. 
Figure 4.4 Convert a RGB brood frame image to standard gray scale image 




   
 
 
4.4 Brood area detection 
 
Brood area is the area where honey bees live. In brood frame images, brood area 
mainly contains healthy capped cells, unhealthy uncapped cells and bees or other objects 
under some circumstances. A beekeeper need to identify this area and count the number of 






% to evaluate the 
condition of one brood. In the developed system, we try to follow the same procedure in 
software by using image segmentation techniques. The first goal we need to reach is to 
detect brood area boundary automatically in software. We have tried different techniques to 
obtain the brood boundary, edge detection filtering, adaptive threshold and morphological 
transform. In some cases, it is hard to get a good boundary, so further we have applied the 
curve fitting functions to deal with this situation. 
 
4.4.1 Edge filtering 
 
Figure 4.6 Original image, gray scale image and histogram modification result 
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Edge filtering is the most basic and popular way in edge detection. As mentioned in 
Chapter.3, Canny filter is a double threshold method and it has two thresholds and a sigma 
value to change the size of a Gaussian filter. The Gaussian filter will smooth the image at 
first, so we can change sigma to ignore the cells information and only consider the brood 
boundary. By modifying the sigma and two thresholds, we obtain the result as shown in 
Figure 4.7.  
 
 
Even though we have tuned those perimeters by trial and error for many times, the 
result is still not very desirable. One reason is that we need an enclosed boundary in order 
to carry out the area calculation and further uncapped cell detection. In the result there are 
a lot of discontinuous boundaries. Some of them may be caused by the frame, which is 
Figure 4.7 Canny edge detection result 
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small and easy to connect. Others are caused by empty cells, 1 cell, 2 cells big or even 
bigger, and there may be some noise other than edge. It is impossible to find an easy way 
to connect these gaps, so we turn to an alternative solution: adaptive threshold with 
morphological transform approach. 
 
4.4.2 Adaptive threshold with morphological transform 
 
In order to get better results in brood boundary detection, we tried an alternative 
way. In the gray scale image, there is a difference in gray value between brood and frame, 
which enables thresholding to segment the brood. Here we use the Otsu adaptive 
thresholding method from Chapter.3 to perform thresholding to the gray scale brood image. 





Form the result we can see there are small gaps caused by frame. We implement 
erosion function to thin the frame and reverse the image Figure 4.9.  





Now the brood area is surrounded by white cells. We can implement dilation 
function to further eliminate gaps between cells. The brood area can be closed this way, 
then we can eliminate other cells and get the accurate brood boundary image. Figure 4.10 
shows the process and result of boundary detection. 





In some cases, boundary detection may be interrupted by uncapped cells. In Figure 
4.11, the detection result in red is incorrect, and the boundary at the bottom of this brood 
should be near the blue line. The boundary is blocked by empty cells in green. Since the 
Figure 4.10 Result of brood boundary detection 
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brood area is always similar to ellipse shape, we fit the detect boundary to an ellipse and 
use this ellipse to replace the incorrect part of the boundary.  The result still has some 




As a result, we successfully obtained accurate brood boundary information from 
input frame image.  We can calculate 
TBC
TFC
% from the brood area from the result. This value 
gives a general idea of how well is one brood grows in early development stage.  
 
Figure 4.11 Result of ellipse fitting function 
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4.5 Brood area detection 
 
The uncapped cell is the empty cell in the brood and it is an important evidence to 
tell if a brood is healthy or not. In the field testing, beekeepers will count the number of 
uncapped cells and compare this number with total brood cell number. In the developed 
algorithm, after we have detected the brood boundary, we process the brood image again 
using Otsu adaptive thresholding method to get the information inside brood.  
After we detect and label all the objects inside brood and measure the features such 
as area, perimeter and boundary pixels, we can find that there are mainly three kinds of 
objects remaining in the brood: the circular objects which has the area around the average 
cell area representing the uncapped cell; some arc or fan-shaped objects also representing 
the uncapped cells; the noise object caused by bees and frame. The object caused by the 
bee is large and shapeless, and the object caused by frame is very tiny. We need to analyze 
the shape of an object to distinguish between uncapped cells and noises. Figure 4.12 shows 







4.5.1 Circular uncapped cells detection 
 
Unlike the other two kinds of object in the brood area, circular uncapped cells are in 
specific shape and area, which are easier to be detected. There is a very useful feature to 
detect circular objects: circularity.  
For the circular uncapped cell detection, we measure the circularity in the objects 
which has the area over 80% of the average. Circularity is a parameter which roughly 
describes the shape of an object.  
𝐶 = 𝑃2/𝐴      (4.3) 
where P is the perimeter of the object, A is the area of the object. Circularity takes on a 
 Noise caused by bees Uncapped cells 
Figure 4.12 Circular uncapped cells, noises and Arc or fan-shaped uncapped cells 
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minimum value of 4*pi if the object is a circle. The shape of an object becomes more 
complex with bigger circularity value. In this way, we can easily detect the circular 





4.5.2 Arc or fan-shaped uncapped cell detection 
 
To detect the arc or fan-shaped uncapped cell, we could not judge from its 
circularity value since the shape is complex. Here we refer to Hough transform which we 
implemented in Chapter.3 in line detection. In this section we will use Hough transform to 
detect arc and fan-shape. 
Hough transform has the ability to detect many kinds of shapes. It means that if we 
know the equation of a certain pattern, and are able to transform the image into this 
particular parameter space, we are able to detect this certain pattern in Hough transform. 
For the arc and fan-like shape, we transform the image into a 3-D parameter space a-b-r 
space (Equation 4.4), where (a, b) is the center point of circle and r is the radius of circle. 
Figure 4.13 Circular uncapped cells detection 
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The algorithm will scan every point in the input image as center point (a, b), and at this 
point certain range of r. Then it will set step and range 𝜃 and scan the points around the 
center (a, b) with radius r to detect the arc. In this way, we are able to detect arc and fan 
that have the radius around the average cell radius. (Figure 4.14)  
{
𝑎 = 𝑥 − 𝑟 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
𝑏 = 𝑦 − 𝑟 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃





As a result, the algorithm successfully detects all uncapped cells inside the brood 
area. Then it can calculate another important percentage value: 
BH
TBC
%. With the results 
from Section 4.4, we can proceed to decision making step in the next section. 
 
4.6 Artificial Neural Network decision making 
 
In the previous sections, we successfully detect the boundary of brood and 






% mentioned in Section 






% with the brood 
Figure 4.14 Hough transform detect the arc or fan like uncapped cells 
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growth empirical data to decide the status of the brood. In the software, we implement 
artificial neural network to increase accuracy and robustness of the final decision making. 
ANN is a widely used tool in pattern recognition and it is easy to be trained and used as 






% as the input of the ANN, 
and train the ANN by Back-Propagation training method (BP). The trained ANN can be 
used for health condition detection. Then we implement this ANN into our software to 
make the final decision.  
 
4.7 Software interface and test result 
 
 
A software interface is developed in this thesis to show all the procedures and the 
processing result (Figure 4.15). The interface is developed in Matlab GUIDE. The top left 
of the interface shows the brood boundary detection result. The top right area shows the re-
processing result inside brood area and the bottom one shows the final result of uncapped 




% , uncapped cell number, 
BH
TBC
%  and evaluation decision. The interface will 
process all the images in a specified folder and display the results automatically within a 





Figure 4.15 Software interface 
 
To test the system’s capability and robustness, 6 pictures standing for typical cases 
in the field work have been processed. Figures 4.16 to 4.21 show the testing results for 










In Figure 4.16, the brood area detection is accurate. Inside the brood area, some 
small noises caused by frame have been removed, and Arc or fan-shaped uncapped cells 
are detected by the system. 
TBC
TFC
% is 76.85% and 
BH
TBC
% is 5.28%, the final decision is 






In Figure 4.17, the big noises caused by bees staying on the brood frame have been 
eliminated by the system. 
TBC
TFC
%  is 57.46% and 
BH
TBC
%  is 1.07%, the final decision is 






In Figure 4.18, the picture’s contrast and definition are very low. That brings a lot 
of noise to the result. Brood boundary detection needs assistance from the ellipse fitting 






% is 72.78% and 
BH
TBC
% is 8.20%, the final decision is healthy. 
 
 




Figure 4.19 Result of picture 4: Arc or fan-shaped uncapped cell detection 
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is 6.17% and 
BH
TBC
% is 3.77%, the final decision is unhealthy. 
 
 
In Figure 4.20, there are large numbers of uncapped cells inside the brood area. 
Figure 4.20 Result of picture 5: unhealthy brood with 





% is 38.79%, the final decision is unhealthy. 
 
 
In Figure 4.21, the brood boundary is interrupted by uncapped cells, and the brood 
area detection is assisted by ellipse fitting function. Inside the brood area, large numbers of 




uncapped cells are detected. 
TBC
TFC
% is 63.27% and 
BH
TBC
% is 44.89%, the final decision is 
unhealthy. 
Table 4.1 shows the software results compared with the manual counting results. 
From image 1 to image 6 we can see our software successfully detect the brood boundary 







image No.1, No.2 and No. 6. In image No.4, the 5 uncapped cells near the upper boundary 
are too bright to be detected by the software and hence the software gives some errors in 
detection. In image No.3 and No.5, the error is caused by the big definition difference from 
other images. However, due to universal approximation and robustness of ANN, the final 
decisions made by ANN are all correct.  
 
















healthy 76.85 5.28 68 healthy 
2 64.00 
0.97 13 
healthy 57.46 1.07 13 healthy 
3 84.00 
3.52 61 
healthy 72.78 8.20 60 healthy 
4 6.40 
9.09 9 
unhealthy 6.17 3.77 6 unhealthy 
5 NaN 
52.02 489 
unhealthy NaN 38.79 431 unhealthy 
6 57.00 
41.30 471 







In this chapter, we successfully developed an advanced bee colony health detection 
system to improve the efficiency of bee colony health evaluation with high accuracy. Our 
system successfully evaluated 6 sample image selected by industrial partners. A series 
image processing and edge detection algorithms have been implemented for image pre-
processing, brood boundary detection and uncapped cell detection tasks. A software 
interface has been developed to demonstrate each step and a neural network has been 
trained to classify the health condition of beehive automatically. The system is very 
practically designed and it provides a solution for beekeepers to replace the time and labour 














Chapter 5. Conclusion  
5.1 Summarize of research work  
 
 In this thesis, image processing and classification techniques have been reviewed. 
Two research projects have been successfully carried out to solve two different practical 
detection problems which use image processing and classification techniques to detect the 
conditions of turbine blades or honey bee. 
In the design of an advanced automatic inspection system for turbine blade FPI analysis, 
the research work is summarized as follows: 
 A new approach combining Otsu Adaptive Thresholding with Canny Edge 
Detection and Erosion — Dilation – Subtraction method is developed to 
perform automatic accurate segmentation of turbine blade indication from 
background after FPI process. 
 Some novel feature extraction and classification functions are designed to 
perform automatic classification of indications. 
 A user friendly interface is designed to show detection and classification results 
of the advanced automatic inspection system for turbine blade FPI analysis. 
In the design of an advanced automatic inspection system for honey bee colony health 
monitoring, the research work is summarized as follows: 
 A new simple and effective approach integrating Otsu Adaptive Thresholding 
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and morphological operations is developed to perform automatic brood 
boundary detection with high accuracy. 
 A new approach to uncapped cells detection is developed by integrating 
circularity detection and Hough circle detection. 
 A user friendly interface is designed to show detection and classification results 
of the advanced automatic inspection system for honey bee colony health 
monitoring. 
 
5.2 Future work 
 
 The following research work can be investigated in the future: 
 The results of the advanced automatic inspection system for turbine blade FPI 
analysis can be combined with the other NDT methods such as ECT and UT. FPI 
can only detect surface discontinuities and could not provide any interior 
information about the discontinuities. Compared with FPT, the processes of ECT 
and UT take more time but they are more accurate and can provide more 
information such as the depth of the crack etc. The introduction of these methods to 
the system is expected to increase the system’s accuracy and robustness. 
 There are around 1000 bee brood boxes in every farm, mobile devices like GPS and 
Cell phones can be integrated with the inspection system for honey bee health 
monitoring system to record the location of brood box and growth information of 
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honey bees, and the data can be sent to the bee research centers which are far away 
from farms for growth analysis and health monitoring purpose. This new system 
will bring the easiness and efficiency of disease control to a whole farm or even 
region of farms across Canada.  
 The results from the inspection system for honey bee health monitoring are only 
tested with 6 images from industrial partners. In the future we could carry out field 
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